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Blogs are increasingly popular instructional tools. This article explores the rationale for using blogs to promote audience awareness as

students write to convey their ideas for others. Scenarios representing the work of  three students is included as they push and praise each

other toward more thorough awareness of  the audience for their written work. Resources for getting started with blogs are offered.  
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ameron (a pseudonym) struggled with many of

the literacy tasks in his second-grade class, but he

worked very hard on the writing he knew would

be posted on the class blog.  When asked to share

his thoughts about blogs, he responded without

hesitation, “Blogging helps your ideas come out.”

He and his classmates were working hard to develop themselves

as writers.  One aspect of  this process involved reading each

other’s work and responding via blogs. Doing so, they gained a

deeper understanding and appreciation of  audience.

Having a sense of  audience is not an easy task for a writer,

but it is a particular challenge for second graders.  Thinking

about audience requires predicting how someone might respond

to the words you’ve written on the page or on the screen.

Audience awareness develops when young authors (and older

ones, too) receive responses about their work from authentic

audiences who can provide useful and thoughtful feedback.

One way to make such connections is through blogs and other

online forums or Websites where authors post their work for

others to read, and where that audience provides responses that

can potentially help shape the message (e.g., authors, 2006).

Such responses also foster the skill of  anticipating how the

reader might understand or perceive the message embedded in

that writing (Murray, 2005). Online forums encourage

participants to consider cultural and linguistic aspects that are

promoted when the audience takes on an international

dimension (Clavijo, Hine, & Quintero, 2008). 

C
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2nd Grade-Just the Right Age
Second-grade students are right in the middle of  an early

developmental phase of  life where they are learning the value of

industry, of  work, and that industry means collaborating with

others (Erikson, 1968). At this age their use of  language

becomes more inclusive and less egocentric or “I” centered.

They are able to view the role of  audience as being those who

must make sense of  their messages. Interacting with audience

becomes a wonderful concept to explore with young writers

who are gaining the realization that talking to their audience is

best supported by using more decentered language that is

shaped by both the speaker or writer, and the listener or reader.

Decentering, according to Holliway (2004), means thinking

about how someone else might perceive or understand a

message, and second grade is an optimal time for students to

begin looking outside themselves as they construct written

messages. 

With the renewed focus on writing found in the Common

Core State Standards (2010), students will be expected to

address audience as a feature of  their written work. With many

21st century possibilities available to support both teaching and

learning we wondered whether instruction in writing blogs

would be an effective method for teaching students to attend to

and anticipate the needs of  the reader-their audience. Written

communication requires the author to decenter, to think about

what the reader needs and how the reader might perceive the

message. Written forms of  communication may also require the

reader to reach back across the gap in time between when the

message was composed and when it was actually read.

We predicted that this might be accomplished through

blogging that provided an authentic audience for student

writers. Blogs have the potential to assist young authors to

connect more quickly and more efficiently with the reader. 

Blogs Connect Writers with Audiences
We found that for many reasons blogs are a perfect

instructional tool for developing audience awareness.  First, the

comment feature of  the blog allows audiences to share feedback

in a very short amount of  time and space, thus providing

feedback that the author can read. Second, blogs are generally a

public medium; however, the makeup of  that public can be

restricted to classmates, parents, other schools, or the world at

large depending on the instructional purposes and school

policies. Third, feedback from peers and teachers has a

multiplier effect; that is, feedback to one author can be viewed

and implemented by other student writers.  Finally, the

opportunity to publish one’s writing online may provide a

degree of  engagement and excitement among students. 

How we studied the Value of  Blogging
In the classroom of  author 3, 2nd graders were concerned

with three overarching questions about their writing: 

•  Will someone read my written work? 

Blogs have the potential 

to assist young authors 

to connect more 

quickly and more 

efficiently with 

the reader. 
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•  Who is that someone, that audience? 

•  Will my message connect to that audience in a way that

resonates, inspires, or conveys my ideas? 

To address these questions as a way to understand how

students made use of  the classroom blog. We studied student

blog posts, two surveys the students completed, and the

teacher’s instruction. 

Composing a Blog Post
Writers in our observation class worked on personal

narratives that told a story that was interesting or that the young

authors believed would be compelling for their classmates.

Students had viewed the teacher’s personal blog and were excited

to post their own work to the classroom blog. Because access to

computers was limited and because second-graders are working

on fine-motor coordination, students sometimes wrote their

narratives with paper and pen, and the teacher typed the post

into the classroom blog. At other times, the students typed their

own messages. Here, we focus on the composing process, not

necessarily who typed the post or comment since this will vary

in classrooms depending on the available computers and the

physical dexterity of  the students.  At first, the teacher worried

that typing the posts would place quite a demand on her time,

but she quickly realized that second-grade posts did not take

long to transcribe. She typed the posts into the classroom blog

exactly as students had written them, and the next day the work

was displayed on the data projector for the entire class to read.

Students wrote feedback on sticky notes which she then typed

into the blog or they typed themselves. 

Because these second graders were familiar with author’s

chair (Graves & Hansen, 1983), providing useful feedback to

their peers was a familiar experience. To make feedback friendly

for second graders to implement, the teacher devised a system

she called “pushes and praises.” “Pushes” were comments

intended to encourage the writer to grow and “praises” were

comments recognizing features of  the writing that were deemed

effective or enjoyable by the reader. Rosa commented on Tyler’s

blog post, “I liked that you chose detail words like ‘ferocious.’”

This was a “praise” because it recognized the author carefully

chose words and specific example of  a detail that was

meaningful was provided. Additional examples of  “pushes and

praises” appear in the individual cases, below. 

Author 3 worked out a system of  putting up two or three

student posts each day. These were projected on the classroom

data display (e.g., Smartboard, data projector) and students read

the posts together.  Replying at home was accomplished by

navigating to the blogsite, then clicking the comment link that

accompanied each post. The teacher typed the comments on the

sticky notes into the blog.  Student writers then worked on

incorporating the ideas into their written posts. 

To make feedback friendly

for second graders 

to implement, the 

teacher devised 

a system she called 

“pushes and praises.” 
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Three Student’s Blogs
While there is information to be learned from a careful

analysis of  each student’s work, several students were chosen as

focus students to illustrate how they benefitted from the

blogging activity.  The students whose work we present here

offer a variety of  perspectives and different levels of  academic

achievement. Our conclusions came in the form of  small

statements or actions by individual students, the students’

written posts on the classroom blog, and survey data reported

elsewhere (authors, 2006). In our study, students became

increasingly concerned about audience needs.  They also were

increasingly motivated to revise their writing to address the

needs of  the audience, and they developed an overall sense of

audience even when they knew they would not receive direct

feedback. 

Maxine.

Maxine was an energetic student with numerous ideas and

a contagious positive attitude.  While she demonstrated strong

cognitive abilities across the subject areas, it was difficult for her

to pay close attention to details readers need.  Although author

3 worked closely with her on the mechanics of  writing

throughout the year, she frequently neglected details.  Maxine

was the first to post her work, and she read it aloud from the

data projector as she had intended it to be read instead of

reading it as it was actually written.  Her classmates understood

her story, and offered many praises; however, they also pointed

out that she did not read the words exactly as they were written.

Maxine did not stop thinking about her blog writing, as

evidenced by a question she asked two weeks later, “… is there

any way we can edit our blogs because I need to change some

things, like capitalization?”  Maxine did not mention this when

she read her blog, when she looked at it at home, or when she

created her writing goal.  However in the process of  looking at

other students’ blog posts, Maxine wanted to make some

changes.  This was a student who had not initiated mechanical

changes throughout the school year, yet it mattered to her on

her blog post. 

Alexander.

Alexander was a quiet, serious student.  He was thoughtful,

and excited about learning.  Alexander immediately took

initiative at home, and began commenting on his classmates’

posts.  He commented on nine of  his classmates’ blogs, each

time thoughtfully crafting a “push or praise” to assist the writer.

In reference to a sentence in Caleb’s post, “Mac, Jersey, and Spenser went on

they play 4 and 3 [levels of  a video game], Alexander stated,

“Maybe you should look back and see where you need to pause

and to explain better.”  To arrive at his statement, Alexander had

to recognize this sentence needed proper punctuation and

attention to syntax.  He thought about what the punctuation

would tell the reader, and then stated it in a manner that was

Maxine was the first to post her work, and she read it aloud

from the data projector as she had intended it to be read

instead of reading it as it was actually written.  
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suggestive rather than commanding.  After reading through the

comments, Caleb immediately chose this comment to develop

his writing.  Caleb stated, “I will focus on Alexander’s comment

because I can go back and check my punctuation, spelling, and

my meaning.”  Caleb knew what Alexander’s comment meant

and chose it as his focus.  He did, and he rewrote his sentence

to read, “Mac, Jersey, and Spenser went on to play numbers 4

and 3.” This is just one example in which students demonstrated

their ability to address one another’s work accurately,

respectfully, and with clear direction for improvement.  The

level of  sophistication of  Alexander’s comments was impressive,

especially since this was the student who asked, “Are you going

to tell us which one is correct?” at the beginning of  the blog

project. When this unit began, he wanted the teacher’s

evaluation of  information, but at the conclusion of  this study,

he became a leader in guiding his classmates to be evaluators of

their own work. 

Cameron.

Cameron struggled as a writer.  Though he made significant

progress, his writing prowess developed more slowly than his

peers. The majority of  his literacy-block time was spent

working with the school resource specialist.  Regardless of  his

time away of  class, Cameron was included in this study as much

as possible.  When he learned he could choose a piece of  writing

to post on the blog, Cameron was ecstatic.  The resource

specialist reported he had been intensely focused on a story he

had been writing.  He then posted it and drew an illustration.

Cameron talked about his writing for weeks.  It finally came

time to share his writing.  It appeared on the screen, and as a

classmate read the story, he flushed.  He appeared nervous

because he was displaying his work to his classmates.  He put

his writing onstage, and he seemed vulnerable.  After the story

was over, his classmates clapped (a kind of  non-digital

“praise”), and students wrote their comments.  At the end of

the day Cameron revealed what that moment had meant to him

when he said, “Today was like the best day ever because I lost a

tooth, and I had my blog posted.”   

Classroom Applications 
Each of  these students found a voice and attended to the

audience that a classroom blog made possible; good teaching

that featured how to respond to peers in a productive manner

along with instruction about how to write a blog post and how

to apply author’s craft to online posts resulted in positive

results. Maxine discovered that details and punctuation helped

her audience understand her message. Alexander learned to use

his own introspective capacities to lead his classmates to think

The level of sophistication

of Alexander’s comments

was impressive, especially

since this was the student

who asked, “Are you going

to tell us which one is

correct?” at the beginning

of the blog project. 
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more deeply about their own work, and Cameron learned that

he did, indeed, have worthwhile things to say that his classmates

would appreciate. In each case, the blog and thoughtful

instruction helped our young authors to think about the ideas

they intended to convey by making the audience an immediate

and respectful element of  writing processes. 

Teachers must determine the logistics of  managing the

blog.  Author 3 found that some students preferred to type their

own posts and comments, but it reduced the workload for

students if  she was able to do some of  the typing based on the

students’ handwritten posts. This did not take much time on her

part.  Also, we recommend using the moderation feature of

most blogs which allows the teacher to approve comments

before they appear online. Some students may want to create or

maintain their own blogs (see figure 1). If  the teacher permits

students to create their own blogs, a system of  checking entries

(perhaps via an RSS feed, see figure 2) will be needed, and a

clear policy regarding acceptable Internet use for school

purposes. 

As with any instructional tool, the effectiveness of

educational blogs depends on why the teacher and students

choose to use it, and how it is used to improve learning.  Blogs,

as we have demonstrated here, in the hands of  effective teachers,

can be powerful tools for helping young authors understand the

abstract and challenging concept of  what it means to consider

an audience who will read and construct meaning from their

writing. Most importantly using blogs in this classroom

increased all students’ participation in writing. Remixing a 21st

century technology with existing classroom practices highlights

that all students can learn when classroom instruction motivates

them to do so.

Figure 2:  RSS feeds and News Readers  

 
RSS feeds enable users to quickly and easily integrate new content from 

user-selected online sources (such as a blog) into a Website or other 

online venue.  For example, if several groups of students want to maintain 

a blog, an RSS feed can gather any new content students post and display 
it on the teacher's Webpage.  A news reader works on the same principle 

but gathers content from blogs and other Websites to display in a browser 

(such as Firefox) or in an email client (such as Outlook).   

Look for the RSS 

symbol which is 
usually a link to 

methods you can 

connect with students' 

blogs.  

RSS is a group of tools that feed new Web 

content to a user via email or another 
online tool.   

  
Image source: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/teiamg/4136268819/ 
(Creative Commons attribution license)  

Overview of RSS 

Feeds and how they 
work from Common 

Craft 

http://www.commoncraft.com/video/rss  

Google Reader http://www.google.com/reader 

Email clients  Many email clients can gather new content 
from blogs created by your students. One 

example is Mozilla Thunderbird: 

https://www.mozilla.org/en-
US/thunderbird/  

!

!

!

Figure 1: Blog resources for Teachers 

Overview of 

RSS Feeds 
and how they 

work from 

Common 
Craft 

http://www.commoncraft.com/blogs/ 

  

* Edublog  

* Weebly  

* Blogspot (Blogger, 
Google Blogs)  

* Wordpress  

http://edublogs.org/ 

http://www.weebly.com/ 

http://blogspot.com  
 

http://wordpress.org/ 

Course or 
Learning 

Management 

Systems  

Course management systems, such as 
Blackboard, may have a blog tool teachers can 

use.  

* BlackBoard: 

http://www.blackboard.com/quicktutorials/B
b9_Tools_Create_Blog.htm  

* Moodle: 

http://docs.moodle.org/20/en/Using_Blogs  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Most importantly using blogs in this classroom increased 

all students’ participation in writing. 
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GETTING STARTED WITH BLOGS

Choose a blog host (see figure 1) and set up
an account.  Locate the blog host’s privacy
settings so the teacher can determine who
has access to the students’ work. 

Determine how students will enter their posts
(type them in, teacher types them in). 

In our project, the teacher typed some
messages from students’ handwritten work,
and students often typed their own, as well. 

Decide how students will share and read their
classmates’ posts and comment on them. 

In our study, the teacher projected student
posts and comments using a data projector.
The student author read the post and
students wrote their comments on sticky
notes or typed them into the blog. 

If students may type in their own comments,
set up the moderation feature so that the
teacher can preview posts before students
see them. Review with students how to use
the comments to push or praise the author to
consider the audience. 

Some examples of pushes and praises are
provided in this article. 

Plan for students to revise and reflect on the
feedback their peers provide. 

Our students were permitted to revise or edit
their work based on the feedback via
comments they received.  
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